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Good magnetic surfaces, as opposed to magnetic islands and chaotic field lines, are generally desirable for stellarators.
In previous work, M. Landreman et al. [Phys. of Plasmas 28, 092505 (2021)] showed that equilibria computed by
the Stepped-Pressure Equilibrium Code (SPEC) [S. P. Hudson et al., Phys. Plasmas 19, 112502 (2012)] could be
optimized for good magnetic surfaces in vacuum. In this paper, we build upon their work to show the first finite-
β , fixed- and free-boundary optimization of SPEC equilibria for good magnetic surfaces. The objective function is
constructed with the Greene’s residue of selected rational surfaces and the optimization is driven by the SIMSOPT
framework [M. Landreman et al., J. Open Source Software 6, 3525 (2021)]. We show that the size of magnetic islands
and the consequent regions occupied by chaotic field lines can be minimized in a classical stellarator geometry by
optimizing either the injected toroidal current profile, the shape of a perfectly conducting wall surrounding the plasma
(fixed-boundary case), or the coils (free-boundary case), in a reasonable amount of computational time. This work
shows that SPEC can be used as an equilibrium code both in a two-step or single-step stellarator optimization loop.

I. INTRODUCTION

In toroidal geometries, three dimensional (3D) magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) equilibria are, in general, a mix of nested
magnetic surfaces, magnetic islands and magnetic field line
chaos1–3. In the plasma core, the latter two topologies are usu-
ally detrimental to confinement, i.e. the radial transport of par-
ticles and energy is generally greater than in regions of nested
magnetic surfaces. In addition to other desirable properties,
a common target of stellarator optimization is to increase the
volume occupied by magnetic surfaces4.

The equilibrium approach for optimizing the volume occu-
pied by nested flux surfaces requires three tools; (i) a fast 3D
equilibrium code that does not assume nested flux surfaces,
(ii) a numerical diagnostic that provides a measure of integra-
bility of the magnetic field5–8, and (iii) an optimization algo-
rithm. Two fast 3D equilibrium codes are the Variational Mo-
ments Equilibrium Code9,10 (VMEC) and the Stepped Pres-
sure Equilibrium Code11 (SPEC). VMEC is based however
on the assumption of the existence of nested flux surfaces ev-
erywhere and is thus, when used as a stand-alone code, not
suitable for the optimization of magnetic islands and chaotic
field lines. On the other hand, SPEC does not assume the
existence of nested flux surfaces everywhere in the plasma.
In addition, SPEC has been recently extended to allow free-
boundary calculations12, and to allow the prescription of net
toroidal current profiles13. Numerical work has also improved
its robustness and speed14.

Most physics codes developed by the stellarator community
are based on the assumption of nested flux surfaces and thus
require a VMEC equilibrium as input. In a recently published
paper, Landreman, Medasani, and Zhu 15 showed that by op-
timizing the plasma boundary, SPEC can be used in combi-
nation with VMEC to obtain self-consistent vacuum config-

urations where both codes are in agreement, ensuring good
magnetic surfaces in the region of interest. This allows then
to trust in any auxiliary codes that assume nested flux surfaces
in this configuration, and to safely optimize for other metrics.

In this paper, we extend the work by Landreman, Medasani,
and Zhu 15 by showing that finite-β SPEC equilibria with non-
zero net toroidal currents can also be optimized to reduce the
volume occupied by magnetic islands and field line chaos in a
reasonable amount of time. Additionally, we explore the use
of parameter spaces other than the plasma boundary that could
be of interest. Indeed, we leverage new capabilities of SPEC
to show that the volume of magnetic surfaces in a stellarator
can be maximized by optimizing the injected toroidal current
profile, or the coil configuration — two experimentally rele-
vant "knobs"16. For the optimization, we follow Landreman,
Medasani, and Zhu 15 and use the SIMSOPT framework17,
which in particular can construct an objective function based
on Greene’s residues7 of some selected rational surfaces.

II. METHOD

Since both fixed- and free-boundary equilibria optimization
are considered in this paper, we first describe how these are
computed by SPEC.

SPEC computes equilibria where the pressure profile is
stepped, i.e. a finite number of nested surfaces support a
pressure discontinuity. Between these interfaces, there is a fi-
nite volume where the pressure is constant and the force-free
magnetic field is described by a Taylor state18,19. These inter-
faces thus describe a set of Nvol nested annular regions, called
SPEC volumes or simply volumes in what follows. Details
about SPEC can be found in Hudson et al. 11,12 and references
therein.

Using the standard cylindrical coordinate system (R,φ ,Z),
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a plasma boundary surface ΓPB is parametrized by
R(θ ,φ), Z(θ ,φ), where θ is a poloidal angle. A fixed-
boundary SPEC equilibrium is then determined by ΓPB, the
number of volumes Nvol and the toroidal flux they enclose
{ψl}l={1,...,Nvol}, the pressure in each volume {pl}l={1,...,Nvol},
the net toroidal current flowing at the volumes’ interfaces
{Is

l,φ}l={1,...,Nvol} and the net toroidal current flowing in each
volume {Iv

l,φ}l={1,...,Nvol}. Interface currents represent all
equilibrium pressure-driven currents, such as diamagnetic,
Pfirsch-Schlüter, and bootstrap currents, as well as shield-
ing currents arising when an ideal interface is positioned on
a resonance20, while volume currents represent externally
driven currents such as Electron Cyclotron Current Drive
(ECCD), Neutral Beam Current Drive (NBCD) or Ohmic
current13. Note that SPEC can be run with different inputs
— this will however not be covered in the present paper.

A free-boundary equilibrium is determined by a computa-
tional boundary surface ΓCB surrounding the plasma which is
enclosed by the coils, and the Fourier harmonics Vmn of the
component of the vacuum magnetic field normal to ΓCB, i.e.

Bc ·n =
Ntor

∑
n=−Ntor

Mpol

∑
m=0

Vmn sin(mθ −nN f pφ), (1)

with n = eθ × eφ a vector normal to ΓCB, Bc the magnetic
field produced by the coils, Mpol and Ntor are respectively the
number of poloidal and toroidal Fourier modes used in the
calculation, N f p is the number of field periods, and stellara-
tor symmetry has been assumed. The Fourier harmonics Vmn
can be obtained from the coil geometry and current; chang-
ing these harmonics is equivalent to changing the coil sys-
tem. In addition, the calculation of a free-boundary equilib-
rium requires specifying the total toroidal current flowing in
the plasma, the total current flowing in the coils, and as in
fixed-boundary the profiles {ψl}l={1,...,Nvol}, {pl}l={1,...,Nvol},
{Is

l,φ}l={1,...,Nvol} and {Iv
l,φ}l={1,...,Nvol}.

We now consider the optimization of a finite-β , finite cur-
rent, classical stellarator equilibrium constructed with SPEC,
which presents regions of magnetic islands and magnetic field
line chaos. A classical stellarator geometry was chosen for
simplicity, as few Fourier modes are required to described the
equilibrium. An experimental instance of a classical stellara-
tor was W7-A21. However, the optimization procedure pre-
sented here does not depend on the specific choice of geome-
try.

We construct a free-boundary equilibrium which will be the
initial state for the optimizations presented in this paper. We
choose the computational boundary ΓCB to be a rotating el-
lipse,

RCB(θ ,φ) = RCB
00 +RCB

10 cosθ +RCB
11 sin(θ −N f pφ), (2)

ZCB(θ ,φ) = ZCB
10 sinθ +ZCB

11 sin(θ −N f pφ), (3)

where RCB
00 = 10m, RCB

10 = −Z10 = 1m, and RCB
11 = Z11 =

0.25m. We impose a pressure profile linear in toroidal flux,
that we approximate with seven steps, namely Nvol = 8, with

the last volume being a vacuum. We assume no externally
induced currents by setting the total toroidal current flow-
ing in each volume to zero, {Iv

φ ,l} = 0, and we assume that
the plasma generates a bootstrap-like toroidal current propor-
tional to the pressure jump at the interface Is

φ ,l ∝ (pl+1 − pl)

(see Figure 3). Finally, we suppose the existence of coils such
that B ·n = 0 on ΓCB at a plasma average beta, ⟨β ⟩, of 1.5%,
where B = Bc +Bp and Bp is the magnetic field produced by
the plasma currents. Note that the condition B ·n = 0 is only
valid for the specified ΓCB, ⟨β ⟩ and profiles. We will refer
to this initial equilibrium as the free-boundary equilibrium;
its associated un-optimized magnetic topology is shown via
its Poincare section and rotational transform, plotted on the
top left panel of Figure 1 and on Figure 2 respectively. The
discontinuities observed in the rotational transform profile are
due to SPEC stepped-pressure equilibrium model — since the
magnetic field is generally discontinuous across the interfaces,
and so therefore is the rotational transform.

The exact same equilibrium can be generated with fixed-
boundary conditions if we assume that a perfectly conducting
wall Γw, parametrized by Rw(θ ,φ) and Zw(θ ,φ), is positioned
at the computational boundary given by Eqs.(2)-(3). The dif-
ference is, however, that for any value of ⟨β ⟩ and choice of
profiles {Iv

φ ,l}, {Is
φ ,l}, the condition B · n = 0 would remain

valid. We will refer to this equilibrium as the perfectly con-
ducting wall equilibrium. Note that the free-boundary equi-
librium has effectively no conducting wall (no wall limit).

We now consider different degrees of freedom depending
on the type of initial equilibrium. For the free-boundary equi-
librium, the parameter space is a selected set of the Fourier
harmonics Vmn, which emulate an optimization of the coil ge-
ometry and current, as would be done in a "single-step stel-
larator optimization"4. For the perfectly conducting wall equi-
librium, we consider two different parameter spaces. The first
is the current flowing in the plasma volumes, {Iv

l,φ}l={1,...,Nvol},
which is the externally induced net toroidal plasma current.
This parameter space is relevant for example for scenario de-
sign, where one could desire to heal magnetic islands and
chaos for a given plasma geometry and coil system. The sec-
ond parameter space is the geometry of the wall expressed as
Fourier series,

Rw(θ ,φ) =

Mpol

∑
m=0

Ntor

∑
n=−Ntor

Rw
mn cos(mθ −nN f pφ) (4)

Zw(θ ,φ) =

Mpol

∑
m=0

Ntor

∑
n=−Ntor

Zw
mn sin(mθ −nN f pφ). (5)

The degrees of freedom are then a selected set of Fourier har-
monics {Rw

mn,Z
w
mn}.

The objective functions for each optimization are based on
Greene’s residues7. The Greene’s residue R is a quantity that
can be computed for any periodic orbit, with R = 0 when the
island width is zero, R < 1 for an O-point, and R > 1 for an
X-point. The objective function is

fG = ∑
i

R2
i , (6)
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Index Volume l toroidal mode n poloidal mode m ι-
1 8 5 9 0.55
2 8 5 8 0.63
3 8 5 7 0.71
4 5 5 6 0.83
5 5 5 5 1.00
6 4 5 5 1.00
7 3 5 6 0.83
8 3 5 5 1.00
9 3 5 4 1.25

TABLE I: Identified resonant surfaces and their rotational
transform ι- from the initial equilibrium.

where Ri is the residue for a field line on the ith targeted island
chain. The downside of this approach is that each resonant
field line has to be selected by hand before starting the op-
timization. If a new resonance becomes excited during the
optimization, it will not be included in the objective function.
From the initial equilibrium, Fig.1 (top left), we can identify a
set of resonant rational surfaces and their associated residue,
listed in Table I. We use the SIMSOPT framework to drive the
optimization, which is based on the default scipy.optimize22

python algorithm for non-linear least squares optimization.

III. RESULTS

A. Free-boundary optimization

We start by optimizing the free-boundary equilibrium.
Residues 1-3 of Table I are used to build the objective function
according to Eq.(6). These residues correspond to the islands
and subsequent chaos present in the vacuum region, right out-
side the plasma edge. The parameter space is a selected set
of Fourier modes {Vmn}, (m,n) = {(6,n)}n={−3,...,3}. More
residues could be targeted if more {Vmn} modes were used as
degrees of freedom. This is however computationally expen-
sive and was not done for this proof-of-principle calculation.

The Poincare section of the optimized equilibrium is plot-
ted on the top right of Figure 1. As expected, ΓCB is no longer
a flux surface since Bc has been changed relative to the un-
optimized equilibrium shown on the top left panel of Figure
1. The difference between the magnetic field generated by the
coils pre- and post-optimization is of the order of 1% of the
total magnetic field, i.e. δB/B ∼ 1%. We observe that the
targeted island chains have disappeared. However, new res-
onances appeared close to the computational boundary ΓCB,
in particular one with mode number (m,n) = (10,5). The
residues associated with these resonances are not included in
the objective function, which explains why the optimizer con-
verged to this state. Nevertheless, this optimization demon-
strates that the parameter space {Vmn} is suitable for stellara-
tor optimization.

The rotational transform profile of the optimized equilib-
rium is plotted on Figure 2. We observe that the rotational
transform profile after optimization is of the same order as be-
fore the optimization — it still crosses the same rationals, but

these rationals do not resonate anymore!

B. Perfectly conducting wall optimization

We now look at two different optimizations of the perfectly
conducting wall equilibrium. In the first one, we only target
the residues in the vacuum region, i.e. residues 1-3 of Table
I, and the parameter space is the profile of current flowing in
the plasma volumes {Iv

φ ,l}l={1,...,7}. If more residues were in-
cluded in the objective function, the optimizer could not lower
the objective function sufficiently to observe an effect on the
island width. This might be because not enough degrees of
freedom were provided. Increasing the number of volumes
in SPEC is however not a solution, since it adds additional
topological constraints on the magnetic field and some island
chains might remain undetected. Note that this optimization
could also be achieved in free-boundary, but fixed-boundary
calculations were considered here for simplicity.

In the second optimization, all residues listed in Table I
were included in the objective function and the geometry of
the perfectly conducting wall Γw was optimized. The se-
lected degrees of freedom are the modes Rw

mn and Zw
mn with

(m,n) = (1,1), (1,2), (2,1).
Figure 1 shows the result of the optimization of

{Iv
φ ,l}l={1,...,7} (bottom left) and the optimization of Γw (bot-

tom right). Comparing both Poincare plots with the initial
equilibrium (top left), we observe that the targeted residues
have indeed been minimized - the islands are now much
smaller, or even disappeared in some cases.

The rotational transform profile is plotted on Figure 2 and
the total enclosed toroidal current on Figure 3. Again, the ro-
tational transform is of the same order as for the un-optimized
case. Regarding the optimized current profile, the total in-
jected current is ∆Iφ = −5.2kA, less than 20% of the initial
total enclosed toroidal current.

C. Convergence and computation time

The normalized value of the objective function as a function
of the number of iterations is plotted for each optimization in
Figure 4. We see that the optimization of {Iv

φ ,l}l={1,...,7} satu-
rates at a larger value than the optimization of {Vmn}, despite
optimizing the same objective function (the same residues
were selected).

The optimization was run in parallel on 2n+1 cores of In-
tel Broadwell processors at 2.6GHz, where n is the number
of degrees of freedom of the optimization. Each core com-
puted a different SPEC equilibrium when evaluating the finite
difference estimate of the objective function gradient. The
{Vmn} optimization required 165 equilibrium calculations, the
{Iv

φ ,l}l={1,...,7} optimization 187 and the Γw optimization 309.
The total CPU time for execution was respectively ∼ 41 days,
∼ 10 days and ∼ 21 days for a total wall-clock time of respec-
tively ∼ 65h, ∼ 17h and ∼ 39h. As expected, fixed-boundary
optimizations were faster.
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FIG. 1: Poincare section of the initial and optimized equilibria. Top left: Initial equilibrium (free-boundary and perfectly
conducting wall cases). Red magnetic surfaces are SPEC’s interfaces which support the pressure jumps. Outermost red

interface is ΓCB. Top right: free-boundary equilibrium, optimization of {Vmn}. In red: ΓCB is the same as the initial ΓCB. In
yellow: inner interfaces of the optimized equilibrium. Bottom left: optimization of {Iv

φ ,l}l={1,...,7}. In red: Γw is the same as the
initial equilibrium. In blue: inner interfaces of the optimized equilibrium. Bottom right: optimization of Γw. In orange,

optimized Γw and inner interfaces, in red, initial Γw. The bottom plots are fixed-boundary equilibria.

FIG. 2: Rotational transform as a function of the normalized square-root of the toroidal flux Ψ, where Ψedge is the toroidal flux
enclosed by Γw. Left: Full profile, right: zoom on vacuum region. Red triangles: initial equilibrium and profiles. Orange

crosses: optimization of Γw. Blue circles: Optimization of {Iv
φ ,l}l={1,...,7}. Green squares: optimization of {Vmn}. Dashed, black

line: position of the plasma-vacuum interface.
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FIG. 3: Total enclosed toroidal current as a function of the
normalized square-root of the toroidal flux. In red: initial

equilibrium and in blue: {Iv
φ ,l}l={1,...,7} optimized

equilibrium. Other optimized equilibria have the same
toroidal current profile as the initial equilibrium, and are thus

not plotted.

FIG. 4: Logarithmic plot of the normalized objective
function as a function of the number of SPEC calculations.
Values evaluated while taking finite differences to evaluate

the jacobian of the objective function are not shown. Orange
crosses: optimization of Γw. Blue circles: optimization of
{Iv

φ ,l}l={1,...,7}. Green squares: optimization of {Vmn}.

Note that the presented optimizations did not take advan-
tage of the full parallelization of SPEC — only a single core
computed each SPEC equilibrium, while SIMSOPT allows
the user to use M CPUs on N SPEC instances, which would
speedup the computation greatly. Nevertheless, our optimiza-
tions show that the total time required to perform a SPEC op-
timization is small enough to be considered in more advanced
stellarator optimizations.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed the first fixed- and free-boundary,
multi-volume, finite β SPEC equilibrium optimizations of a
classical stellarator using the SIMSOPT framework. The ob-
jective function was constructed from the Greene’s residues
of selected rational surfaces. Different parameter spaces were
considered: either the boundary of a perfectly conducting wall
surrounding the plasma, or the enclosed toroidal current pro-
file, or the vacuum field produced by the coils were optimized.

In all three optimizations, it was possible to reduce the ob-
jective function significantly, which in turn translated to a re-
duction of the targeted magnetic island width. With the excep-
tion of the case of the coil optimization, all optimized states
have a larger volume occupied by nested flux surfaces, which
is beneficial for confinement. In the case of the coil optimiza-
tion, additional rationals emerged and their related residues
were not optimized, since they were not included in the objec-
tive function, but the islands present in the initial un-optimized
equilibrium, were reduced in size.

Different measures of the magnetic field integrability are
currently being considered to overcome the shortcomings of
Greene’s residues. Indeed, as observed in the coil optimiza-
tion, Greene’s residue is a local measure, which requires input
from the user — any rational surfaces emerging during the
optimization remains undetected. Ideally, a global measure
is thus required. The volume occupied by chaotic field lines,
measured from the fractal dimension of their Poincare map8

could be a possible solution.
In the work by Landreman, Medasani, and Zhu 15 , it has

been shown that SPEC could be coupled to VMEC in order
to achieve an optimization in a vacuum, where both quasi-
symmetry and nested flux surfaces could be obtained. The
obvious next step is then to perform a combined SPEC-VMEC
finite-β optimization for good magnetic surfaces as well as
other metrics, such as quasi-symmetry. This will require to
deviate significantly from a classical stellarator geometry, as
opposed to what has been presented in this paper. This will be
the topic of future investigations.
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